TYR TACTICAL® LACE ADJUSTABLE CUMMERBUNDS

The TYR Tactical® Lace Adjustable Cummerbunds

- Lace Adjustable Cummerbunds
- Fits our complete line of carriers. The lace adjustment adapter is easily installed on the rear panel of your TYR Tactical® plate carrier. Allows for instant adjustment of your cummerbund to a desired fit without removing it from the carrier. The cummerbund front provides a solid platform for the addition of PALS/MOLLE Adapters or Radios Pouches.
- Includes Slotted Loop Adapter (set) TYR-SLT001
- Small/Medium & Large/XLarge

External Base
TYR-BMCS001-C

Slotted Base
TYR-SLT106-C

Compatibility
- PICO-MVS
- PICO-PRO
- VENATOR®
- GTOC
- GPC
- PICO
- PICO-MV
- PICO-MV Female
- PICO-MVV
- PICO-MVV-ITL
- PICO-MVV-DA
- PICO-AA
- PICO-DA
- PICO-DS
- PICO-FED
- PICO-AUSSIE
- PICO-MVV-ITL